Entrepreneur
GRO Unit - Grade 5
Lake Hiawatha Branch Library Research Guide

Some materials at the Parsippany or Lake Hiawatha Library

**Getting Down to Business** (2003)
by Lorraine Horsley, J650 HOR
Getting Down to Business tackles the topic of money—how to earn it, how to spend it, how to budget it, and how to save it.

**Economy** (2010)
by Johnny Acton, J330 ACT
Be an eyewitness to the trading and exchanging, choosing and buying, working and manufacturing that make up our global economy.

**Kid Start Up: how you can be an entrepreneur** (2018)
by Mark Cuban, J330 CUB
The stars of ABC's Shark tank explain how a kid can discover a great business idea and get it off the ground.

**Be a Young Entrepreneur** (2008)
by Adam Sutherland, J338.04 SUT
Use this guide to understand the ins and outs of being a business-minded kid wanting to succeed, to explore your ideas, to gain start-up tips, and to learn the secrets of entrepreneurship.

**Money Matters: an introduction to economics** (2011)
by Barbara Gottfried Hollander, J330 HOL
This book provides readers with a basic introduction to economic concepts, from supply and demand to stocks, bonds, and savings accounts.

by Nancy Loewen, J338.5 LOE
Provides a small business scenario using a lemonade stand. Topics discussed include capital, gross profit, net profit, marketing, supply and demand, monopoly, and competition.

**Be Your Own Boss: small businesses** (2003)
by Ernestine Giesecke, J658.022 GIE
Describes the characteristics of small businesses, why many people find them attractive, and how to start and manage a small business.

by Jeanne Kiefer, J650.1 KIE
Answers questions about the five most popular jobs for young people, as well as about other ways they can make money, with advice on the planning and marketing involved.

**Dollars & Sense: managing your money** (2002)
by Erenestine Giesecke, J332.024
The different things you can do with your allowance; how to make a budget; what supply and demand is and how it determines the price of items; and how to open a savings account.
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The library is the heart of your community!

**Search the Shelves**
Browse the non-fiction shelves for books with the following call numbers:

- **J338** for books on Economics
- **J 658** for books on Business Management

**Search the Online Catalog**
@ parsippanylibrary.org and click on Catalog.
Then type any one of these terms (or any term you choose) in the search box:

- **ENTREPRENEUR**
- **BUSINESS**
- **ECONOMICS**
- **BUSINESS PLANNING**

Limit your results by clicking on choices in the NARROW YOUR SEARCH frame on the left hand side of the screen.
Limit by LIBRARY, AGE LEVEL, FICTION OR NONFICTION, etc.

**Think Outside the Branch**
Don’t forget...you have access to books at all Parsippany Libraries, as well as in the MAIN (Morris County) Library system. If you search the catalog and find a book we don’t have, ask a librarian to have it sent here!

**Did you know...**
The library provides FREE online resources.
You can access them from anywhere. You will need your library card barcode to access.
Go to parsippanylibrary.org, click on Research, then click Databases. Scroll down to GALE VIRTUAL REFERENCE LIBRARY.
Click on the “house” icon to enter your library barcode to access database.

Type in “entrepreneur”
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